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Abstract : The ingrowth of macular
choroidal new vessels (CNV) due to age-related
macular degeneration (AMD), is the main
cause of severe visual loss for adults oyer 50
in western countries. Multicentered trials have
demonstrated that focal laser photocoagulation
of well-defined extrafoveal newvessels, is
beneficial. Adequate coverage of the CNV is
essential to prevent persistence. A software
program running on personal computer has
been developed, performing fully automatic
overlay of fundus images and fluorescein
angiograms.
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A part of the recurrences of CNV is in fact due to

record.

The developed software could automatically overlay
angiograms.This process provided a high degree of
accuracy in image registration, even with different
magnifications or peripheral deformations.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Figure
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The preoperative angiograms and the immediate
postoperative laser fundus photographs of 20 age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) patients with well-defined
choroidal new vessels has been overlayed by means of this
software.

The three major steps of this algorithm are

: l)

automatic vascular net extraction, 2) automatic detection

of bifurcation points and 3)

automatic matching of

bifurcation points.
For automatic overlaying of retinal angiograms, each
step of the developed algorithm is automatized ; its flow
chart is given below (Figure l).
The registration process is based on the detection of
invariant existing structures in the images to be overlayed
so that overlaying of these invariant structures allows
image registration. It is well known that the retinal
vascular net is a specific anatomical landmark. The
vascular net will be taken as the control structure for the
registration. An accurate superposition of two angiograms
is obtained by the overlay of both vascular nets.
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:AUTOMATIC VASCULAR NET

EXTRACIION
The first step is based on segrnentation of the vascular

net on each frame. Vessel pixel luminance is always
different from the local mean luminance and, in -ueneral,
vessels have a filiform aspect. The proposed nrethod
proceeds from these two assumptions and depends upon

given pixels simultaneously fulfilling a luminance and
neighbouring (connexity) criteria.
1.

:

Automatic Detection

Automatic Matchins of Bifurcation Points
and Overlav Transformation Detennination

INTRODUCTION:

incomplete destruction of the CNV after photocoagulation
tl--41. Different vascular net manual tracing techniques
have been used to ensure coverage. Comparison of the
two pictures, before and after laser treatment, requires that
these be accurently overlaid which is currently a manual
process. However manual overlays are subjective, non
reproductible, time-consuming and leave no permanent

Bifurcation Points

Bifurcation Points
Automatic Detection

LUMINANCE CRITERIA

:

The threshold is determined by using n+ I concentric
window (W0, Wl,W2, ...,Wn) centered on each prxel .
1) The mean luminance is calculated in each window,
and called respectively (M0,M1,M2, ...,Mn).
2) Two thresholds, Tmin and T'nu*, are obtained, and
that the smallest value of M is defined as T,',1n and the
largest value of M as T*u^.
3) For images with dark vessels
The given pixel P belongs to the vascular net if its
luminance is less than Trnln : luminance (P) < Tmin
:

.

For images with white vessels

:

The given pixel P belongs to the vessels

if

its

luminance is greater than Tn'u* : luminance (P) > Tn.,o*.
The selected pixels are candidate to belon,s to the
vascular net.
2. NEIGHBOURING CRITERIA

:

The P pixels candidate which previously fulfilled the
luminance criteria may belong to the vascular net if it is a
member of a filiform segment. As a result, a length
condition is imposed on the segment in order to avoid
mistakenly pixels which fulfill the luminance criteria but
don't belong to the vascular net.
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II

STEP

2 : AUTOMATIC

D

ETECTION

3) The number of bifurcations points of O which are
OF

BIFTJRCATION POINTS

Bifurcation points are important because their
detection reduces the amount of information necessary for

registration of the vascular net. The overlaying of the
bifurcation points leads to the overlaying of the vascular
net. A bifurcation point is the intersection of at least 3
vascular forks.

Search for a bifurcation point is based on search for
the intersections between the vascular net and the borders
of the concentric windows (W0,WI,W2, ...,Wn) applied

to all pixels of the vascular net. If at least 3 intersection
points are found on the borders of the smallest window
(W0), an iterative process is applied using the next

peripheral window until the largest window (Wn)

is

proceed.

The search stops either when 3 intersections are not
found or should the most peripheral window be reached,
the size of the window on which the search ends gives the
length of the segments at the bifucation points. In order
to reduce processing time, only bifurcation points with a
sufficient length of the segments and spacially well
distributed in the image will be selected.

III

STEP

3 AUTOMATIC

M ATCHTNG OF

BIFTIRCATIONS POINTS

It is assumed that an image overlay is obtained

superposed on R by means of homothetic transformation
is calculated.
4) Among all the similar triangles, the triangle which,

by its superposition on the reference triangle, allows the
superposition of the maximum number of bifurcation
points contained in the whole image, is selected.
For the next iterative step, another reference trian,ele is
chosen and the same process is performed. For each step,
the transformation between the reference triangle and the
similar triangle allowing superposition of the maximum
number of bifurcation points is stored. At the end of the
iterative process all possible reference triangles determined
by all the bifurcation points given in image R have been

similarly processed. The transformation

allowin_s

superposition of the largest number bifurcation points is
selected as the best transformation for the whole image.
The vertexes of the couple of triangles of this
transformation are supposed to be matched. The quality of
the resulting overlay can be quantified by the ratio of the
number of superimposed bifurcation points to the total
number of bifurcation points detected (i.e. registration
rate).
RESULTS

:

The preoperative angiograms and the immediate
postoperative laser fundus photographs of 20 AMD
patients has been automatically overlayed.

by

superposing matched bifurcation points selected from the
two images. We described here one step of the iterative
matching method (Figure 2). The reference image is called
image R and the image to overlay is called image O.

The registration rate was always greater than 85 7o.
Automatic overlay can be used to detect recurrences of
choroidal newvessels and to monitor long-term follow-up
of retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy or early
stages of

AMD [5].
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Figure 2 TÅangle Matching
1) In image R, 3 bifurcations points (r0, rl
selected to built a reference triangle.

,

12) are

2) Image O is searched for triangles built from 3
bifurcations points (Oi, Oj, Ok) so that these triangles are
similar to the triangle of image R. Similar triangles are
defined as triangles obtained one from the other by

a

homothetic transformation with proportional side lengths
and angles. To function with images taken with different
magnifications and with peripheral distorsions, an angular
variation is tolerated between the angles of the reference
triangle and the searched triangles.
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